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Public Transit Conferences

SUMC Moderated Workshops and 
Stakeholder Surveys 

>> Challenges

>> Opportunities
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Peer Agency Survey Responses

Last Mile Context

Score

What are the most critical factors that will 
make first/last mile service viable?:

Bike On-transit 45
Guaranteed ride home 48
Employee subsidy/Transit Benefits program 38
Service subsidy or grants 31
Bike/Car Share 28
Bikeways 37
Bicycle/Pedestrian Gap Closure 52
Site to roadway pedestrian accommodations 40
Reliable transit linkages/Traveler Info 
Systems 49
Retail/Restaurant/Day Care services at 
station/hub/employment site 34

SERVICES

Score

Which of the following are the most 
feasible last mile service options?

Car Share (such as Enterprise, Zipcar) 27
Bike Share (such as Divvy) 35
Bike Lockers 27
Van Pools 39
Shuttle – transit hub based 53
Shuttle – corporate, multi-centered 54
Taxi 18
Uber/Lyft on demand 30
Pace Call N Ride 33

SERVICES

Score

If shuttle service, who should pay for 
first/last mile services?

Municipality/County 15
Employer(s) 38
Employee(s) 26
Parking Fees 17
Value Capture 20
Combination of Methods 61
Other (please write in)

COSTS



Last Mile Context - Challenges
Living in a Confusing Landscape

Corporate Decision Makers* 
• 50% say talent availability is foremost 

consideration of where to locate
• 31% say real estate cost is a top location factor
Employees*
• Connectivity to partners and suppliers (44 percent)
• Flexible working (42 percent)
• Flexible workspace (39 percent)
• Provision of amenities (34 percent)
• Indoor environmental quality (33 percent)
• Public transportation accessibility (24 percent)
Agencies
• Corporations and public agencies disagree on who 

should pay for services
• Constrained finances forcing either/or decisions           

* CBRE Study, 2016
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Recent History

Challenges – Land Use/Transit Access Deserts

<<WoodDale – 9700 employees

Addison ~16,000 emp >>
Elmhurst ~ 8,700 emp >>



Challenges – Supportive Infrastructure

<< Addison 
and 
Wood Dale >>
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Challenges – Supportive Infrastructure

Warrenville Road Corridor  >>
Lisle
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RTAChicago.org

DUPAGE TRANSIT 
CONNECTIVITY STUDY
Transit Market Conditions

Peter Fahrenwald
Transport Chicago 
June 9, 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks to John and DuPage for collaborating on this Transit Connectivity Study.I’m going to do a quick summary of a piece of the study which was undertaken by RTA to look at DuPage demographics and travel patterns to better understand last-mile issues.



POPULATION
• Highest population density of 

any county in the region, 
outside of Cook (one of the 50 
densest in the U.S.)

• Added over 15,000 residents
during the 5-year period ending 
in 2015 

• Residential concentrations near
Metra lines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DuPage has highest population density of any county in the region, outside of Cook.  And, is one of the densest in the U.S.And it has been growing.  The county added over 15,000 residents in 5-years ending in 2015, although most recent census is showing a slight loss.While a little hard to see here (next slide makes it more obvious), it is key to note that population densities have concentrations around Metra lines and stations.



EMPLOYMENT
• Highest employment density of 

any county in the region, 
outside of Cook

• Added an average of 10,000 
jobs per year between 2010 and 
2015

• Employment concentrations 
away from Metra lines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like population, DuPage has the Highest employment density of any county in the region, outside of CookAlso like population, employment is growing with DuPage adding an average of 10,000 jobs per year  in 5-years ending 2015.Though unlike population, employment densities are primarily located away or in between Metra stations/lines.Here, the blue areas are locations of employers that are not within walking distance of existing fixed-route transit serviceThis is an important point. Commuters are much more likely to have a connection to transit from their home, be it a personal bicycle, vehicle, or someone to drop them off.On the employment side, if the workplace is too far away from transit, the trip simply becomes impossible or really difficult to make on transit.  



HOME LOCATIONS 
OF DUPAGE 
WORKERS
• Net importer of workers:

Majority of those who work in 
DuPage live outside the county

• Residential locations for those 
who work in DuPage are very 
dispersed throughout the region

Two-thirds of those 
employed in DuPage 

live outside of DuPage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, where are workers coming from?  This map shows employee home locations.DuPage is a NET IMPORTER of workers, that is fewer workers live in DuPage than work in DuPage.  And it is the largest net importer, by county, in the region.   But as the map indicates, these trip origins are dispersed throughout the region making it difficult to serve via transit; unlike Chicago’s CBD which is the focus of the region’s hub and spoke rail system.In terms of traditional reverse commute, bringing in folks who live in Chicago on Metra, its important to understand that two things need to align…..*************************…….First an employee needs to work in a location that has access from a DuPage Metra station,  AND….***********************….. those same employees must also be able to reach a Metra station on the home-end, reasonably conveniently and in a reasonable amount of time.



Typical land use patterns

ADDISON TRANSIT ENVIRONMENT
Employment, Pace Service, and Metra 

station walk zones

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to better understand these issues, we looked at several focus areas.   One was in the Addison area in eastern DuPage, with 86,000 work trips destined to this corridor.******But it is an industrial area is difficult to serve by transit due to the spread-out nature of development and poor pedestrian infrastructure.



ADDISON 
CORRIDOR  
HOME 
LOCATION 
DENSITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like DuPage in general, the home locations of workers is spread in all directions, with density of work trip origins greater near the corridor.But to understand the reverse commute better, we looked at home locations for these work trips in Chicago that could reasonably access the Metra lines that serve the Addison area, and it looked like….



6/8/2017

TRANSIT TRAVEL TIMES 
TO ADDISON

Existing With a last-mile solution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also took a look at the work end of the trip, to see what benefit a theoretical last-mile service could provide.  First, the existing transit trip times (using GTFS actual times) to one of the census tracts in Addison is shown here.  Red is the best, with access less than 45-minutes, and green are trips from 75 to 90 minutes.  ****Then we modeled an ideal “Uber-pool” type service that could provide access within 20-minutes of the nearby Metra station (10-minute connection and 10-minute trip time).  You can see it does expand the reach somewhat and shorten travel times., both from the City and to some extent from the west.



Typical land use patternsEmployment, Pace Service, and 
Metra station walk zones

NAPERVILLE-WARRENVILLE ROAD 
TRANSIT ENVIRONMENT
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We also looked at an area further to the west in DuPage in the Naperville-Warren Road area, with about 92,000 work trips.***Employment here is characterized by office campuses, with a similar poor pedestrian and transit layout as Addison.



WARRENVILLE 
ROAD
HOME 
LOCATION 
DENSITY
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Although there are some home locations in Chicago, the concentration of work trip origins shifts to the west, with density around Aurora, at the end of the BSNF Metra line.



TRANSIT TRAVEL TIMES 
TO NAPERVILLE

Existing With a last-mile solution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And given its distance from Chicago , and on average over the peak period, transit travel times from the City are more than 90-minutes.******A last-mile solution provides a slight improvement in travel times, but still not sufficient to make Chicago home locations reachable by transit.But what is interesting is the improvements in access to the west and Aurora, where the density of work trip origins is the greatest.



FINDINGS
• Land use varies, but low density and pedestrian access 

issues make fixed route service difficult

• Last-mile connections with Metra can be effective, but 
limited in reach

• Look to more than just traditional reverse commute from 
Chicago

• Individual partnerships tailored to specific business and 
employment needs hold promise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll talk about this more in the discussion.   But first Matt Stegeman will provide some perspective from Pace.



Planning the Last Mile 
in DuPage

Matthew Stegeman
Pace Suburban Bus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, and thank you for having me! My name is Matthew Stegeman, and I am a service planner with Pace Suburban Bus. It’s an honor to be here at Transport Chicago, and I’m excited for our discussion.



Agenda
➔ Overview

Pace service in DuPage County

➔ Last Mile Example
Pace Route 465 - Esplanade

➔ Going Forward
New services and emerging partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to start by providing a brief introduction to the kinds of service we operate in DuPage County, followed by an example of how we’ve partnered to implement last-mile service on Route 465 in Downers Grove. ��Then, as we move toward discussion, I’ll talk briefly about how Pace is planning for improved last-mile service in the future.



Pace Service 
in DuPage County

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pace operates a range of service in DuPage county, including�Traditional fixed routes,Metra feeder routes,�Call-n-RIdesAnd Vanpool and rideshare.



Fixed Routes
Pace offers a number of traditional 
fixed routes that connect DuPage 
County communities.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditional fixed routes are the backbone of Pace service throughout the region.�It’s no secret that fixed routes work best in high-density areas with good pedestrian connectivity.�However, in some areas of the region, the surrounding land uses are not always conducive to traditional fixed routes. ��So the question becomes: What other kinds of service can Pace offer to get people where they need to go?



Metra Feeder Routes
Pace operates over 40 routes that 
provide timed connections to Metra in 
DuPage County.

Traditional Feeders
provide service from 
residential areas to 
Metra stations.

Reverse Feeders
help Chicago residents 
commute to suburban 
jobs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The majority of routes serving DuPage County offer connections to Metra commuter rail. �Metra feeder routes are designed to meet specific Metra trains for a quick, reliable connection to downtown Chicago.��Reverse feeder routes, like Routes 465 and 829, are designed to connect people to suburban jobs, which, as Peter mentioned, are often located away from rail lines.



Call-n-Rides
Pace’s 10 Call-n-Ride zones offer 
demand-response service in areas 
difficult to serve via fixed routes.

Timed Connections
Many Pace Call-n-Rides 
offer timed connections 
to Metra trains. Here, 
passengers can board 
without reserving a trip in 
advance.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pace operates two Call-n-Rides in DuPage County: the Wheaton-Winfield Call-n-Ride, and the Naperville-Aurora Call-n-Ride, which connects to the Route 59 Metra Station and Fox Valley Mall. Call-n-Rides offer demand-response service within a defined geographic boundary, which is typically 5 to 9 square miles.  �Within each zone, customers can reserve a ride by calling the driver directly at least one hour in advance.  Starting this year, we’re rolling out online booking to all 10 Call-n-Ride zones, which will allow customers to book rides from a smartphone. �This service works well in areas where demand is relatively low or where important destinations are dispersed.�



Vanpool/Rideshare
Pace’s vanpool program is the 
second largest in the country, with 
over 160,000 rides per month.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes, driving can be the most convenient option, but it’s better not to drive alone.With Pace’s Vanpool program, groups of 4 or more commuters can pay a low monthly fee to commute together in a Pace-supplied vehicle.��Pace covers the cost of the van, fuel, maintenance, insurance, tolls, and roadside assistance.��The Vanpool program can be a good fit for commuters with similar commutes and similar work hours. The biggest barrier to implementation is the fact that one person must register as the primary driver, and another as a backup. To sweeten the deal, Pace allows the primary driver to commute for free, and the backup driver gets a discount of $10 per month.Pace has developed a number of vanpool models, including Metra Feeder vanpools, where the vehicle can be parked at a Metra station,And Employer Shuttles, where an employer can lease a van from Pace for $750/month. Again, Pace provides everything but the driver.



Q: How do you make transit work 
in the suburbs? 
A: Partnerships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s an overview of Pace’s services.But how do you really make last-mile service work in practice?��Often, it involves multiple agencies, private partners, and a little give and take. ��As an example, here’s the story of Pace Route 465.



Pace Route 465
Provides reverse commute service 
from the Belmont Metra Station to 
the Esplanade office complex in 
Downers Grove.

The Esplanade
Managed by Hamilton 
Partners, the Esplanade 
complex is home to 
3 million square feet of 
office space and over 
4,000 employees.

Presenter
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Pace Route 465 provides reverse commute service from the Belmont Metra Station to the Esplanade office complex in Downers Grove.�The Esplanade is home to 3 million square feet of office space, and over 4,000 employees. Route 465 provides a quick 10-minute ride from the Metra station, with 4 trips in the morning and 3 trips in the evening. ��Passengers can connect with both inbound and outbound trains, serving commuters from as far away as Chicago and Aurora.



Route 465 Timeline

April 2015
2-year pilot begins
Funding: RTA/Hamilton Partners

February 2017
Public hearings on
discontinuation 

May 2017
New funding agreement 
reached

June 2017
New schedule with
improved last-mile service

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Route 465 came out of the RTA’s study of last-mile corridors around the region where a reverse-commute Metra shuttle might be feasible.��It was developed as a 2-year pilot project funded by the RTA and Hamilton Partners, the owner of the Esplanade office complex. To make the route possible, Metra even shifted the schedule of their reverse commute trains.Unfortunately, after 2 years of operation, the route was not meeting Pace and RTA’s ridership targets, and it was proposed that the route be discontinued.�In February 2017, Pace held 2 public hearings on the discontinuation. Our customers and stakeholders told us loud and clear that this route provides an essential transit connection that enables car-free commuting and promotes economic development.



What we heard:

“Without transit, 
we miss out on 
quality talent”
- HR recruiters

“I took this job 
because I had 
access to transit”
- Route 465 Rider

“Transit is an 
essential amenity 
for our tenants”
- Property managers

Quotes paraphrased from actual comments at the Route 465 Public Hearings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Among the riders of Route 465 were people who relied on transit as their only means of commuting. Some even said “I took this job because it had access to transit.”��Hamilton Partners, the property manager for the Esplanade complex, was committed to transit as an essential amenity for their tenants.��HR staff from tenants at the Esplanade said that without transit, they would miss out on quality employees.



Improved Service
Starting June 12, Route 465 will 
operate a new schedule with 
better last-mile service.

The Solution
Hamilton Partners agreed 
to remove 12 parking 
spaces in order to create 
a new bus stop and 
reduce the walking 
distance by 1,000 feet.

Image Credit: Hamilton Partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pace’s board and executive staff were committed to providing a reverse commute connection to the Esplanade. ��In order for the route to continue, Pace negotiated a cost-sharing agreement with Hamilton Partners. Hamilton Partners recognized the value of transit, and committed to changing the configuration of their parking lot to allow our buses to directly serve their property -- saving our passengers a walk of over 1,000 feet.These changes go into effect this coming Monday, June 12th. We expect that ridership will grow due to the improved last-mile service, and we’re happy to say we can continue to serve the needs of reverse commuters.



Going Forward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Route 465 is an example of last-mile service for today.��How will we serve the commuters of tomorrow?



Invest in
Fast, Frequent
Mainline Service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Going forward, Pace is investing in fast, frequent mainline services, including the I-90 Express service and Pulse ART.�In December 2016, Pace implemented the first phase of its I-90 Express service, with new routes and expanded service to Elgin, Schaumburg, and Rosemont. Starting June 21st, these buses will have access to a bus-only lane along I-90, in partnership with the Illinois Tollway.��Later this year, Pace is planning to implement the first Pulse arterial rapid transit line on Milwaukee Avenue. This is the first of 24 rapid transit lines that will eventually form a network of frequent service across the region.The goal with both of these services is to provide fast, frequent, all-day service that help make transit an option for more than just the commute. 



Implement
New Last-Mile
Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Along with express and ART service, Pace is implementing new last-mile connections. These include distributor routes, as well as improvements to other Pace services.��Starting this year, Pace is expanding online booking to all 10 Call-n-Ride zones, allowing passengers to book a ride from their smartphone on-the-go.��Which, of course, is the way many of our customers are getting used to booking rides.Switch out or add a slide about Transit-Supportive Guidelines?



Explore
New Partnerships

This image cannot currently be displayed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pace is one part of a rapidly evolving transportation landscape. Going forward, partnerships will be increasingly important.��We’re continuing to improve on partnerships with our sister agencies, including RTA, CTA, and Metra,��And, like many agencies, we’re exploring the ways that new transportation services can interact with transit in ways that serve the public interest.Thanks for listening - I look forward to our discussion.



Thank you!
For more information, please contact: Matthew Stegeman

Associate Planner, Service Planning Section
Pace Suburban Bus
matthew.stegeman@pacebus.com 
(847) 228-3588



Last Mile Opportunities

Short – Medium Term Solutions

• Pace 465

• Innova UEV pilot – Itasca/Hamilton Partners advocacy

• IL 390 Transit Lanes

• IL 64 (North Ave) and 22nd Street Smart Corridors

• Metra/UP West Rail – Maywood Project (3rd Track)
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Last Mile Synthesis

• Political/Economic Development Call to Action

• Government/Local Agency Project Based “Two-Tailed” 
Approach to Accessibility

• To TMA or Not TMA 

• Nimble Multi-Lateral Marketing and Information
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Moderated Panel Discussion

Audrey Wennink 
Director 

Metropolitan Planning Council
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Moderated Panel Discussion

Audrey Wennink
Director

Metropolitan Planning Council
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